Thinking outside the box is decisive

Patented measurement solutions for complete picture of produced materials
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continuous effects that change with the
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Using said system allows our customers a
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When you look at the market in the up-
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200-500/MCT NIR systems are predes-

The desire for alternative measurement

tined for this, since they offer a precise,
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safe as well as clean inspection of weight

solutions is going to grow. Specifically, we

see the trend in developing different optical systems. We are already working on
developing solutions for materials and the
respective production situations of tomorrow. And with that I also mean not only to
provide the stationary applicable devices
but also to offer more flexibility to the
manufacturers for quality control and regulation. We need to examine our customers‘
requirements in general more carefully.
Topics such as space play an important
role. In this context, for example we developed a patented scanner that holds the
same sensors as a bigger measurement
system of ours, but is with its compact
design predestined for environments that
hold little space and that are still in need of
high measurement precision in the fields
on thickness and weight.

